MIDSPACE ZONE: quiet
zone that separates space
levels. Only this quiescent
midspace zone comes into
contact with Paradise. These
zones grow larger & larger at
greater distances from
Paradise and eventually
encompass the borders of
all space completely
encapsulating the pervaded
space areas. p.124/4

MIDSPACE
ZONE

The complete contraction
of pervaded space and
complete expansion of
the nonpervaded space
reservoirs.

Pervaded space is now approaching the mid-point of the expanding phase while unpervaded space nears
the mid-point of the contracting phase. For a billion years the space reservoirs contract while the Master
Universe and the force activities of all horizontal space expand. It thus requires a little over 2 billion years
to complete the entire expansion-contraction cycle. p.124/2

UNPERVADED SPACE

NON PERVADED

This means unpervaded by forces, energies,
powers & presences known to exist in
pervaded space. It seems to exist to counterbalance the space-expansion-contraction
cycles of the universe of universes. p.123/6

PERVADED SPACE
Pervaded space
extends horizontally
out through the 4th
space level and
beyond the periphery
of the Master
Universe

PERVADED SPACE
UPPER
PARADISE
Made of material called ‘absolutum’.
Ellipsoid & flat. The Deity Presence is in
the centre surrounded by the Most Holy
Sphere for the functions of worship, trinitization
and high spiritual attainment...no material
structures. Out side this is the Holy Area–
seven concentric zones of residential areas.
Paradise is surrounded by midspace which is
the transition from time to eternity.There is
no time or space on Paradise. Space
originates just below Nether Paradise.
Time originates just above Upper
Paradise. p.120/4

Pervaded space
contains all the
matter, universes,
worlds, forces,
energies, powers
& presences.

There is a confluence of pervaded and
unpervaded space just underneath Nether
Paradise. Here both types of space flow
through transmuting regulation channels
making pervadable space nonpervadable and
vice versa in the space-expansion-contraction
cycles of the cosmos. p.123/4

UNPERVADED SPACE
PERIPHERAL PARADISE: The 7 Master Spirits have their force-focal headquarters here. All landing and
dispatching fields. 7 trillion reminiscent historical exhibit areas take up 4% of the space.
NETHER PARADISE: All physical-energy and cosmic-force circuits have their origin here. There is an inner
Zone of Infinity which acts like a gigantic heart pulsating direct currents to the outer limits of space. This is
surrounded by a mid zone which expands & contracts in 3 cycles. The outer zone is the largest belt and its
gigantic pulsations are synchronised with the 2 billion year expansion-contraction cycles of space. It is an
impersonal area dominated by the Unqualified Absolute. p.122.

MIDSPACE
ZONE

The complete contraction of
unpervaded space and complete expansion of pervaded
space containing the Master
Universe.

